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Welcome to Visual Narrative and Storyboard!
Instructor: Pam Theodotou

Email: Ptheodotou.1@CCAD.edu

Office Hours are by appointment and will be conducted by phone or online.
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Hello everyone! Welcome to the class! I look forward to getting to know each of you through our work together.
Our class is an ONLINE class, which means it has its own set of guidelines! So please take some time to read through all the information…
As an online class we will NOT be meeting in person, NOR will we meet through any organized class settings through software like Teams or
Zoom. You will work at your own pace, and on a weekly basis turn in assignments. I don’t suggest you consume several weeks at a time nor
do I think skipping weeks and then catching up later is a good idea.
You will have assignments that are due each week that must be turned in, so you will need to watch lectures, due tutorials and watch the films
we have selected each week in Moodle. The only time we actually get to see or speak to one another is if we are having one-on-one office
time together. Even those meetings must be online or by phone.
How the class works: You will work strictly online by logging onto Moodle each week and do the items under that week. You have until
Saturday at Midnight to accomplish that week's items and turn in all assignments. It is important to realize that you should treat this class
just like your other classes and you must set time aside to "attend," be "present" and work on your assignments. This will take some
discipline on your part to plan and execute. I found that when we went to an online schedule, students struggled with the idea of independent
time keeping. Online classes can be wonderful because you are not anchored to a schedule, but they are also challenging because you have
to stay motivated and follow through. Creating structured time for yourself is the best way to approach an online class.
If you have issues during the semester, know that the same requirements we have in regular classes for "absences" or late work are applied
to online courses. An absence is a little different for us, however, because our attendance is based on your due dates and participation in
forums. If you are ill or need other accommodations, CCAD guidelines apply and you will need the regular written documentation for me to
make accommodations. With that said, please reach out to me, I'm always willing to help you navigate anything that comes up. If you find the
pace difficult, please reach out to me for a personal appointment. I find that talking through your strategies for scheduling your time is usually
helpful and can get you on track.
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I suggest every Monday you look at Moodle and create a schedule for yourself to do what is needed that week. Because this course normally
would have met for 6 hrs per week, that is roughly the amount of time that is included in Moodle for lectures etc, plus some studio time to
work on assignments. Classes also anticipate that you will have to add time for doing homework and assignments, so expect to be spending
more than 6 hrs per week to keep pace.
I think it’s also important to note that the first 2 weeks are very busy in this class. There is a lot of material to get through, so you build the
skills set necessary for the rest of the semester. The good news is that the class quickly levels out and the pace is steady for the rest of the
semester.
Take a look at Moodle and you will see that I have designed the course so the links are in chronological order. If you start at the top of each
week and work your way down it should be a logical progression for you in ramping up your skills and being ready to tackle assignments. You
can also choose to do certain items out of order, like watch the films and doing your notebook assignments as a separate block of activity.
Materials and links for everything should be there for your review, even the presentations are not only in a video form but also included as a
PPT (Powerpoint) so you can review it separately if you like.
This is a new platform for CCAD, but it went really well last year, with few problems. Because the pandemic is still happening, we might still
have to make adjustments, but the beauty of online learning is that we are actually less vulnerable during the pandemic in a lot of ways and
you can work from the comfort of your own home or studio. Should you have setbacks because of pandemic related issues, or other personal
challenges, as you would normally in the school year, please let me know.
One note about online classwork. To be successful, you should complete all of the items under each week by midnight on the Saturday of that
week. This is a requirement. I encourage you to set a time for yourselves to do this class at the same time every week, as though you were
going to a class. I would also suggest you do it on a Monday or Tuesday so that you get a picture of how much work you need to accomplish
that week and leave enough time to manage completion. Waiting until Friday night to do what is required in this class will result in a lot of
stress, running out of time for projects and poor grades due to low quality work.
Work turned in late in this class (past Saturday at Midnight) may get an automatic 20% deduction, with the grade being lower if the work has
points subtracted for quality etc. Additionally, there can be another 20% deduction for every week it is late. So, it is critical, even if the work is
not as perfect as you like, to turn it in on time!
I will leave this note to you up for a few weeks and then I will make it a PDF and keep it here at the top of the page if you wish to read it again.
I'm very excited to work with all of you and look forward to getting to know all of you through our "digital conversation!" So, let's get your
GENIUS storytelling on "paper" (or digital medium)!
See you ONLINE! Pam

Fall 2021 Syllabus- Visual Narrative and Storyboard
Due Dates Handy Handout
Subscription directions for downloading Storyboard Pro
Simple tutorial to Adobe Premiere as an alternative software for Storyboarding
Grading Rubric
Grade weights and points
Video: About your Instructor: Pam Theodotou
Attendance
Announcements

WEEK 1: AUGUST 23-29
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Instructor Video: Welcome! Introduction and Syllabus Overview (35:12)
Subscription directions for downloading Storyboard Pro
Instructor Video: Introduction to Weekly Notebook Assignments (10:34)
ASSIGNMENT: WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENTS
Notebook Assignment Student Example 1
Notebook Assignment Student Example 2
Instructor Video: Introduction to Assignment I (14:46)
ASSIGNMENT 1 HANDOUT
ASSIGNMENT 1: Orson Welles’ film “Touch of Evil,” opening shot/scene. (3:36)
Thumbnail Template or use your own
Rough Boards Student Example #1
Rough Boards Student Example #2
Rough Boards Student Example #3
Rough Boards Student Example #4

Instructor Video: Presentation about Narrative Storytelling Basics (40:46)
Presentation: Narrative Storytelling and story basics
Instructor video: Presentation about Film Language and Vocabulary. (01:14:31)
Presentation: Introduction to Storyboarding and Film Language

THIS WEEK'S READING
READING: You will have some reading assignments in weeks 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8. Reading assignments are packed full of great information
on the details of narrative storytelling and story boarding. You will find these very helpful in broadening your horizons on how you look at
story. Use this information to apply to your pitches and story contracts to help you build your narratives and to communicate them to us
in your contract and pitch documents. The more you use these theoretical tools and get used to talking about your stories in these
frames of reference, the more you will hone your skills and be able to speak intelligently about your projects. This is great for pitch
meetings in executive offices! Absorb the necessary language and theory in order to express your craft.
Reading Assignment: Narrative Structure
VIDEOS: STORYBOARDING BY THE PROS: View these. They are wealth of information in the art of storyboarding and will help you
understand why storyboarding is necessary and a part of our industry.
Quick snapshot of the process of storyboarding: Jurassic Park example (13:35)
Disney's Head of Story: How this artist uses storyboarding- The process (11:10)
J. Todd Anderson: Cohen Brothers Storyboard Artist (6:27)
The art of storyboarding with Ridley Scott (8:42)
Lord of the Rings: Storyboard side by side (2:07)
Storyboarding: (Note: Pay attention to the use of "film vocabulary" in this video! (2:06)

DUE THIS WEEK
FORUM LINK: Introduce yourself!
TURN IN: Assignment 1 First Draft Thumbnails

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
(Note: These weekly assignments are due at midterm and finals. Links are provided on those 2 weeks to turn in all your work for that
period.)
LINK TO: Film Literacy Screening: Buster Keaton’s One Week (24:47)
Instructor Video: "One Week"
Note on the instructors video for "One Week". Powerpoint seems to be conflicted with the export of this video. Please note
there seems to be movie music for several minutes at the end of this video on a black screen with no lecture voice over...
Just FYI so that you don't find the occurrence confusing. The lecture ends at about 8:40.

WEEK 2: AUGUST 30- SEPTEMBER 5
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Instructor Video: Visual Clarity Presentation
Video Instruction by Storyboard Pro – Getting started (14 short videos=61:00)
Video Instruction by Storyboard Pro – Storyboard Concepts (11 sections = 92:00)
Reference: Storyboard Pro Reference Manuel

THIS WEEK'S READING
Reading Assignment: Brad Bird on Composition
Reading Assignment: Camera Angles
Reading Assignment: Camera Blocking for Emotional Impact
Reading Assignment: Storyboarding: The Simpson's Way

DUE THIS WEEK
Forum: Share your thumbnails with the class
Forum: Class and Instructor feedback on draft thumbnails through the forum. Use feedback to make improvements to your
thumbnails before turning them in at the end of the week. Please provide feedback on at least 4 other students work.
Remember to be constructive, give suggestions etc. Tell us why you are responding the way you are, positively or negatively
and provide suggestions on how you might change the approach. Always be constructive and respectful:)
These forums can be used a few days following the due date of the assignment since our due dates are late on Sundays.
Please check back on Monday to provide comments so everyone can benefit, not just students who may have turned in the
project early.

TURN IN: Final thumbnails for Assignment 1

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Animated Short: Pixar's "Presto"

WEEK 3: SEPTEMBER 6-12
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Instructor Video: Presentation: Scripts, Breakdowns and Shot Lists
ASSIGNMENT 2 HANDOUT
Shot List Template

SCRIPTS & CLIPS FOR ASSIGNMENT 2
Script: Fargo
Script: Hackers
Script: Oceans 11
Script: Pi
Script: Truman Show
Video Instruction by Storyboard Pro – Camera/Sound Tools (25 short segments- Total 4:15 hrs)

THIS WEEK'S READING
Reading Assignment: Screenplay Format by Matt Carless
Reading Assignment: Step Outline Example
Reading Assignment: Visual Script Breakdown

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Assignment 1: Shot Reinterpretation Animatic
TURN IN: Assignment 2: Script Breakdown and Shot List

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Film Literacy Video: 10 Things you didn't know about Metropolis.
Film Link: Metropolis

Some general feedback from critiques:
So, many of my comments in critiques are usually include advice about putting more camera direction in your boards. Remember to utilize
arrows showing movement of objects and characters but ALSO show terms or arrows for camera movement. Remember if you aren't
communicating the technical part of shooting then your story boards are just a cartoon strip. They need to be an active, living document of
how the film or TV show is to be shot.
This is a really cool short on Breaking Bad and their storyboards. They talk about how they had them posted during the shoot and they would
cross them off after capturing each shot! So you can see how important these are!!!!! Also notice the camera action arrows! I love these, big
wide sweeping arrows to show how the camera moves...

The Truck Attack Storyboard Co…

WEEK 4: SEPTEMBER 13-19
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
So now that you have thought through a script and shot list to storyboard your ideas, here are the actual shows/scene where we sources the
scripts. Now is a time to look at how the actual show did it and how different your own interpretation might be! These are here also in case
you would like to make adjustments to your concepts if you discover things in the actual film or TV show that interest you. Please feel
comfortable keeping with your own ideas. Grades are not based on how close you might be to the actual show or film. Its more about looking
at how many different ways there are to imagine a scene.
Clip: Hackers
Clip: Fargo
Clip: Pi
Clip: Ocean's 11
Clip: Truman Show
Instructor Video: Introduction to Project 1: 30 Second Commercial or PSA.
PROJECT 1 HANDOUT: 30 second Commercial or PSA
Instructor Video: Story Contracts.
Presentation: Story Contracts

EXAMPLES & INSPIRATION
The first three links are actual storyboard/animatics that are similar to what we are trying to create. The other links are a mixture of 30
second commercials to give you the rhythm of this format. Remember you are telling a story or presenting a message, so timing and
story arc are important to be successful in this format.
Hutongs 30 Second PSA Animatic
Blamo Energy (Spoof) Drink 30 Second Animatic
ShipNet (short film) Storyboard that mimics a 30 second commercial
Coca Cola 30 second commercial
Doritos Loaded 30 second commercial
Nespresso Animated 30 Second Commercial
Autism 30 second PSA
The Graduate 30 second PSA
Climate Change 30 second PSA
Adoption 30 Second PSA
Cadbury Screame Egg Commercial

DUE THIS WEEK
Forum: Class critique of Assignment 2 Animatics
TURN IN: Assignment 2 Animatic from Script
TURN IN: Project 1 Story Contract

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Notebook Assignment: Pixar's "Partly Cloudy"

WEEK 5: SEPTEMBER 20-26
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
I thought I would share this gentle distraction.... this is 12 pages of script story boarded for Guardians of the Galaxy #3.... WOW.

Instructor Video: How to Create a Pitch.
Presentation: How to Create Pitch

THIS WEEK'S READING
Reading Assignment: Continuity Editing

DUE THIS WEEK
Forum Critique: Pitch for Project 1
TURN IN: Pitch for Project 1

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Kanopy Link to Film Literacy film: "I am not a Witch"
I Am Not a Witch is a 2017 internationally co-produced drama film written and directed by Rungano Nyoni in her feature debut film.
It was screened in the Directors' Fortnight section at the 2017 Cannes Film Festival and won the BAFTA Award for Outstanding Debut
by a British Writer, Director or Producer for Nyoni and producer Emily Morgan at the 71st British Academy Film Awards. It was
selected as the British entry for the Best Foreign Language Film at the 91st Academy Awards, but it was not nominated. Please be
aware this depicts culturally sensitive material. Please read the plot at Wikipedia if you think you might have some sensitivity to these
depictions: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_Am_Not_a_Witch

WEEK 6: SEPTEMBER 27- OCTOBER 3
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Gentle Distraction: Terry Gilliam (of Monty Python) is a brilliant director. He has been posting on social media some of his vintage
storyboards lately and I thought I would share one. Its wonderful to see working directors share their work in process so we understand
that the work we do in class is exactly how they do it too:) If I was going to critique his work, yes I would tell him he uses too much line
work, just like I tell you guys, LOL... There, I said it! Just don't tell Terry (seriously, he's brilliant so he can get away with it)

Video Presentation: Intro to Project 2: Music based work
PROJECT 2 HANDOUT: Music based work
Sound effects available on the Video Department Drive
STUDENT MUSIC VIDEO STORYBOARD EXAMPLES:
These are a selection of videos to give you some reference for creating your own music based work.
Student Example 1
Student Example 2
Student Example 3
Student Example 4

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Project 1 Animatic
Forum Critique: Project 1
TURN IN: Project 2 Story Contract

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Film Lecture: Yojimbo
Link for Film Literacy film: Yojimbo

WEEK 7: OCTOBER 4-10
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Studio time to work on projects.
Midterms are around the corner so think about gathering your Notebook assignments into a single PDF and being ready to turn it in
next week. Presentation is everything so put a title page on it and put it together with a collection of scans or digital work. Make sure
you label the pages with the films watched so I know what is what.

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Project 2 Pitch
Forum Critique: Project 2 Pitches

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Pixar's "One Man Band"

WEEK 8: OCTOBER 11-17
~~~ MIDTERM: NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENTS DUE THIS WEEK ~~~
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Instructor Video: Using Color and Lighting to Tell a Story.

THIS WEEK'S READING
Reading Assignment: Mise-en-scene

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: The first 8 weeks of your Notebook assigments as a single PDF.

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
17 Facts about Dr. Strangelove.
The New Yorker: "Almost everything in Dr. Strangelove is true."
Link to Film Literacy film: Dr. Strangelove

WEEK 9: OCTOBER 18-24
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FALL BREAK!!!!!!!
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
We only have a film to watch for your notebook assignment slated for this week, so you can watch this next week if you like or take the
opportunity to watch a movie as part of your vacation:)

DUE THIS WEEK
WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Link: Pixar's "Lifted"

WEEK 10: OCTOBER 25-31
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Instructor Video: The Hero's Journey.
Video: The Hero's Journey
Video: The Odyssey Crash Course

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Project 2 Rough Animatic
Forum: Project 2 Rough Animatics

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
O Brother Where Art Thou: The Hero's Journey- The Road to Redemption
Video: Parallelism: O Brother and The Odyssey
Film Link to Film Literacy film: O Brother Where Art Thou

WEEK 11: NOVEMBER 1-7
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
No lecture this week. Please focus your attention on your final animatics. As your second project, you should be bringing together all of
the things you have learned in the first half of the semester and should be honing your skills. Strive for QUALITY! Begin thinking about
this process like you would a project for your own work or a studio:) The lack of hours in the classroom this week should be reflected in
the increased time that you can spend on your projects.

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Project 2: Final Animatic
Forum Critique: Project 2 Final Animatic

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Link to: Pixar's "For the Birds"

WEEK 12: NOVEMBER 8-14
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Instructor Video: Intro to Project 3: Narrative Short Film
PROJECT 3 HANDOUT: Narrative short film
STUDENT NARRATIVE SHORT FILM PITCH EXAMPLES:
These are a selection of videos to give you some reference for creating your own music based work.
Student Example 1: Project 3 Pitch
Student Example 2: Project 3 Pitch
Student Example 3: Project 3 Pitch
Student Example 4: Project 3 Pitch

THIS WEEK'S READING
Reading Assignment: 8 Classic Storytelling Techniques

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Project 3 Story Contract

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Film Link: Pixar's "Day and Night"

WEEK 13: NOVEMBER 15-21
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
Instructor Video: In-Depth look at Genre: Film Noir

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Project 3 Pitch

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Facts about "Double Indemnity"
Film Link to Fil Litaracy film: "Double Indemnity"

WEEK 14: NOVEMBER 22-28
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
As we near the end of the semester, I'm foregoing any lectures or readings to allow you studio time to work on Project 3. I urge you also
to direct your attention to the Notebook assignments. If you a have not been keeping up with those assignments you still have time to
view the films and do the notebook for the films:)

DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Project 3 Rough Boards

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Film Literacy film Link: (Kanopy) Bicycle Thieves
Roger Ebert on "Bicycle Thieves"

WEEK 15: NOVEMBER 29-DECEMBER 5
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
No Lectures: Studio Time

DUE THIS WEEK
Forum Critique: Rough Animatic
TURN IN: Project 3 Rough Animatic Pass

WEEKLY NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Film Link: For Pixar's BURN-E

WEEK 16: DECEMBER 6-12
THIS WEEK'S TOPICS:
No Lectures: Studio Time

DUE THIS WEEK
Forum: Post your final Project 3 Animatic for our CLASS ONLINE EXHIBITION
TURN IN: PROJECT 3 FINAL ANIMATIC

FINALS: NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENTS DUE THIS WEEK
TURN IN: Week 9-16 Notebook Entries in Single PDF

December 13 - December 19
*** CHROMA ***
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